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Cognitive problems following stroke are typically analysed using either short but relatively

uninformative general tests or through detailed but time consuming tests of domain

specific deficits (e.g., in language, memory, praxis). Here we present an analysis of neu-

ropsychological deficits detected using a screen designed to fall between other screens by

being ‘broad’ (testing multiple cognitive abilities) but ‘shallow’ (sampling the abilities

briefly, to be time efficient) e the BCoS. Assessment using the Birmingham Cognitive

Screen (BCoS) enables the relations between ‘domain specific’ and ‘domain general’

cognitive deficits to be evaluated as the test generates an overall cognitive profile for in-

dividual patients. We analysed data from 287 patients tested at a sub-acute stage of stroke

(<3 months). Graphical modelling techniques were used to investigate the associative

structure and conditional independence between deficits within and across the domains

sampled by BCoS (attention and executive functions, language, memory, praxis and

number processing). The patterns of deficit within each domain conformed to existing

cognitive models. However, these within-domain patterns underwent substantial change

when the whole dataset was modelled, indicating that domain-specific deficits can only be

understood in relation to linked changes in domain-general processes. The data point to

the importance of using over-arching cognitive screens, measuring domain-general as well

as domain-specific processes, in order to account for neuropsychological deficits after

stroke. The paper also highlights the utility of using graphical modelling to understand the

relations between cognitive components in complex datasets.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Cognitive problems are highly prevalent after stroke, occur-

ring in up to 70% of the sub-acute stroke population

(Humphreys, Bickerton, Samson, & Riddoch, 2012; Nys et al.,

2005). Furthermore, these problems are strongly predictive

of poor recovery of function, even after the presence of motor

problems have been taken into account (e.g., see Bickerton,

2012; Bickerton, Samson, Williamson, & Humprheys, 2011;

de Haan, Nys, & Van Zandvoort, 2006; Narasimhalu et al.,

2009; Nys et al., 2005; van Zandvoort, Kessels, Nys, de Haan,

& Kappelle, 2005). Given their importance for predicting

outcome, and given the costs of poor recovery, it is critical that

cognitive deficits are diagnosed early so that diagnosis can

inform rehabilitation.

Current attempts to screen for cognitive deficits after

stroke typically take one of two forms. There exist several

short screens which can be administered relatively easily but

can be relatively unspecific in diagnosing domain-specific

deficits. Examples here include the mini-mental state exam-

ination (MMSE), the MOCA and the ACE-R. One limitation of

these tests is that they were designed to aid the diagnosis of

dementia. As cognitive problems following stroke differ from

those in dementia, the tests are insensitive to particular def-

icits after stroke (Demeyere et al., in press). For example,

apraxia and neglect are both relatively common conse-

quences of stroke (affecting above 30% of the left and right

hemisphere populations; Humphreys et al., 2012) and both

predict longer-term outcome (Bickerton et al., 2011, 2012), but

neither are systematically detected by these screens. Con-

trasting with these short screens are neuropsychological tests

such as PALPA (Kay, Lesser, & Coltheart, 1991), the Behav-

ioural Inattention Test (Wilson, Cockburn, & Halligan, 1987),

the Doors and Peoples test (Baddeley, Emslie, & Nimmo-

Smith, 1994) and so forth. These tests analyse deficits in

different cognitive domains (respectively language, attention

and memory in our examples) but require administration

times that are too long for many clinical settings. These as-

sessments also encourage a focus on the specific cognitive

domain the test examines.

In order to overcome these problems, we (Humphreys

et al., 2012) developed the Birmingham Cognitive Screen

(BCoS). The BCoS is designed to sample domain-specific defi-

cits in 5 areas of cognition (attention and executive function,

language, memory, number abilities and praxis) but in a

relatively time efficient manner e taking about 1 hour to

administer. Test scores can be used to diagnose the ‘cognitive

profile’ of a patient across several cognitive domains,

measured relative to age and education match control data,

which can be used in clinical case management (Humphreys

et al., 2012). For clinical case management, the cognitive pro-

file is reported (see Appendix 1).

One other attribute of BCoS is that it is designed to (i)

measure some of the deficits frequently found after stroke

(including spatial neglect, poor number processing, apraxia)

and (ii) the tests are designed so as not to be confounded by

the presence of some common post-stroke problems (e.g.,

when the tests do not aim to measure language or spatial

attention are affected by the presence of aphasia or unilateral
neglect). These design attributes distinguish BCoS from some

of the other general cognitive screens in the field (e.g., the

MMSE, MOCA), which do not measure some of the critical

deficits and which are largely language dependent and which

can be affected by spatial neglect.

1.1. Domain-specific and domain-general factors

The domain-specific analysis of cognitive problems after brain

injury has historically characterised neuropsychological

assessment andmatches the treatment of neuropsychological

problems in clinical textbooks (Andrewes, 2001; Heilman &

Valenstein, 2011; Rapp, 2001). However, there are grounds

for doubting that domain-specific analyses are sufficient for

giving an appropriate characterisation of patients. For

example, within the domain of spatial attention, there is

considerable evidence indicating that clinical deficits such as

unilateral neglect are greatly exacerbated if patients have

ancillary deficits in sustained attention and working memory

(Malhotra et al., 2005). Similarly, language problems in pa-

tients are increased when executive and working memory

deficits are present, which can disrupt a patient's ability to

control lexical selection and to maintain phonological codes

during sentence processing (Brownsett et al., 2014; Fillingham,

Sage, & Lambon-Ralph, 2005; Francis, Clark, & Humphreys,

2003). Corbetta et al. (2015) have also recently argued that

the variance across stroke patients can be substantially

captured by three domain-general factors covering: (i) lan-

guage, verbal and spatial memory, (ii) left-side motor weak-

ness, right visual field bias and attention shifting, and (iii) right

side motor weakness and left visual field bias. They note that

deficits across multiple domains are associated with damage

to ‘cross road’ regions of white matter, where multiple white

matter tracts are present. Co-occurring impairments in

different cognitive processes can have an impact on and

modulate the expression of what are typically treated as

domain-specific deficits. Screens such as BCoS can offer a

different approach to the discrete, domain-specific analysis of

cognitive deficits, since the screens emphasise the ‘cognitive

profile’ for a patient and include measures of co-occurring

problems in different domains alongside any domain-

specific cognitive impairments (e.g., measures of sustained

attention and working memory are taken along with mea-

sures of language; see Appendix 1). This then makes screens

such as BCoS sensitive to the interaction between what we

will term ‘domain-general deficits’ (e.g., workingmemory and

sustained attention, which are required to support processing

in several different domains such as language, spatial atten-

tion etc.) and what are putatively domain-specific impair-

ments (language, memory, spatial orienting of attention).

Here we evaluate whether the cognitive profiling approach,

promoted by BCoS, can provide new insights into the nature of

domain-specific deficits when domain-general processes are

taken into account. We report data from a large-scale

screening programme of cognitive problems after stroke,

conducted using the BCoS.

To bring out our argument about the contribution of

domain-general as well as domain-specific processes we

introduce a relatively new way of analysing data from large

datasets involvingmultiple different cognitive tests: graphical

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2015.06.006
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models analysis. Traditional approaches to analysing data

from neuropsychological test batteries have conducted factor

or cluster analyses (e.g., see Corbetta et al., 2015; Miyake et al.,

2000; Verdon, Schwartz, Lovblad, Hauert,&Vuilleumier, 2010).

Each of these approaches has its virtues e for example, factor

analysis is useful for bringing out hidden factors which may

contribute to several domains and for assessing which tests

combine together to generate particular results. Graph ana-

lyses go beyond these other approaches, however, by testing

the conditional independence of different assessments

directly, without making assumptions about underlying hid-

den factors. Moreover, graphical models tell us more than

cluster analysis because it can provide information about the

strength of the links between different variables, whereas

clustering only creates groups of similar variables. Graphical

models also go beyond multiple regression approaches which

assess the linear dependency of a measure on some explan-

atory variables; in graphical model analysis we capture the

interactions between all the variables. Here the analysis

evaluated the relations between the different sub-tests of the

BCoS when patient performance was considered both at (i) a

domain-specific level (considering language separately from

spatial attention and so forth) and when (ii) domain-general

measures could contribute, when all the tests were consid-

ered together. We assessed whether the data patterns that

emerged between the tests when they were analysed within a

domain, as is standardly done, were substantially changed

when a domain-general analysis was undertaken, taking all of

the tests into account. Performance on the BCoS was also

evaluated in relation to measures of motor performance (the

Barthel index; Mahoney & Barthel, 1965) and affect (the Hos-

pital Anxiety and Depression scale; Zigmond & Snaith, 1983),

to ensure that changes introduced by a domain-general

analysis were not confounded by co-varying problems

outside of cognition (in motor function or affect, captured by

the Barthel and HADS scores respectively).

1.2. Graphical model analysis

Graphical modelling is a form of multivariate analysis that

originated from the fields of physics (Gibbs, 1902) and genetics

(Wright, 1921) (See Højsgaard, Edwards, & Lauritzen, 2012, for

an overview on themethods and their implementation within

the statistical software R, available at http://cran.r-project.

org/). Graphical models combine the notion of a statistical

model with a mathematical object, a graph. In particular,

given a study of interest, every random variable is represented

via a vertex (node) in a graph. The nodes can be connected by

different types of ‘edges’ (which may be undirected or

directed), reflecting the statistical relations between the vari-

ables e in this case the sub-tests of the BCoS. In this paper we

will focus on undirected graphical models, i.e., graphical

models where graphs have only undirected edges (not

assuming directed relations between any two tests). Undi-

rected edges represent associations between random vari-

ables and a missing edge reflects the fact that random

variables are conditionally independent.

The notion of conditional independence is important for

understanding graphical modelling. Given three random
variables X, Y and Z, X and Y are conditionally independent

given Z, if for each value z of Z, X and Y are independent in the

conditional distribution given Z ¼ z. Essentially if the value

taken by Z is known, information about Y is irrelevant for

knowledge of X while information about X is irrelevant for

knowledge of Y. For a continuous distribution, this is equiva-

lent to saying that the joint distribution of the three random

variables can be factorised as

fX;Y;Zðx;y; zÞ ¼ fX;Zðx; zÞfY;Zðy; zÞ
fZðzÞ

As an illustration, consider the example of a study of

health and social characteristics of 70-year-olds taken at two

intervals (e.g., in 1967 and again in 1984; see Edwards, 2000).

Edwards refers to the distribution of body mass index (BMI)

between males and females, and between the two years of

sampling. If males and females have differing distributions of

BMI, but there has been no change in these distributions

across time, then the variable BMI is conditionally indepen-

dent of the variable Year, given the variable Gender: essen-

tially, if we know Gender, information about Year is irrelevant

for knowledge of BMI. On the other hand, if males and females

have the same distribution of BMI, but this changes from 1967

to 1984 then BMI is conditionally independent of Gender given

Year. In this case, if we know Year then information about

Gender is irrelevant for knowledge of BMI. The conditional

dependence between any two factors can also change as other

factors are added into themodel. For example, the conditional

dependence between BMI and Year may reduce if, across the

years, individuals differed in height and height is included in

the full model analysis.

The key tool in graphical modelling is the dependence

graph. A graph, denoted by G ¼ (V, E) consists of a finite set V

of vertices and a finite set E of edges. In a dependence graph

the vertices represent random variables of a multivariate

distribution, and two vertices either have one edge or no edge

between them and the missing edges represent conditional

independences between the randomvariables in the following

way. If two vertices A and B are separated in the graph by a

vertex (or a set of vertices) S, then the corresponding random

variables A and B are conditionally independent given S.

Hence conditional independence relations are directly read off

the graph. This is the so called global Markov property and it

establishes the correspondence between nodes in a graph and

conditional independence relations between the variables of

the multivariate distribution under consideration (for a

detailed exposition of Markov properties and their equiva-

lence, see Edwards, 2000; Lauritzen, 1996 or Whittaker, 1990).

Over the past 20 years, the development of graphical

modelling has enabled researchers to explore the complex

structure of high-dimensional data using both visually and

computationally powerful tools. This analysis of the struc-

tural relations between tests enables graph modelling to

extend traditional approaches in neuropsychology, where the

relations between the sub-tests are not precisely specified.

Our objective was to apply graphical modelling techniques to

the BCoS data set, to assess the relations between domain-

specific and domain-general analyses and to test whether

the relations between the different cognitive measures hold

http://cran.r-project.org/
http://cran.r-project.org/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2015.06.006
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even when variance reflecting clinical deficits in motor abili-

ties and affect is extracted.

We report the data in two parts. First, we analysed the

structure of the results within each of the putative domains of

the BCoS. This provides the kind of domain-specific analysis

that is derived when researchers focus on one aspect of

cognition such as language or memory. Second, we analysed

the structure of the results when all of the test domains were

reviewed together, to examine the extent to which the

domain-specific organisation remainedwhen performance on

the other tests and domainswas taken into account. Using the

graph modelling approach we ask whether the structural re-

lations between tests changes when cross-domain data are

included?
2. Methods

2.1. The dataset

The data set contained the cognitive profile of 287 stroke pa-

tients with complete BCoS scores.1 There were 41 variables in

the data set with 4 personal information variables, 9 clinical

information variables and 28 test variables (the cognitive test

scores). The personal information variables included age,

gender, education level, and handedness.

The clinical information recorded was divided into phys-

ical and behavioural variables. The physical variables

included the patient's stroke history (previous stroke, TIA,

head injury, dementia etc.), the type of stroke (haemorrhagic,

ischaemic), the visible presence of a lesion on CT scan, the

side of the lesion (left, right), the lesion location (cortical,

subcortical) and whethermore general vascular changes were

noted. Behavioural variables included information about the

general physical and psychological condition of the patients

with scores generated using the Barthel ADL Index and the

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS).

The six physical variables reflected factors that could

exert a direct impact on patients' test performance.

Jørgensen, Nakayama, Raaschou, and Olsen (1995) showed

that the type of stroke could determine the severity of the

patients' conditions. In addition, cognitive abilities are likely

to deteriorate more if patients suffer from repeated strokes

(Bickerton et al., 2015; Jørgensen, Nakayama, Reith,

Raaschou, & Olsen, 1997). Variance due to these clinical

factors was taken into account within the graph analyses. In

addition, we took two behavioural clinical measures reflect-

ing the patients' general physical and affective condition.

The Barthel ADL Index (Mahoney & Barthel, 1965) provides a

measure of performance in activities of daily living (ADL)

(score 0e20, where a high score ¼ more able). The HADS

(Zigmond & Snaith, 1983) provides measures of anxiety and

depression, with higher scores indicating increased symp-

toms. We included these physical and affective measures

within the full graph analysis reported below, so we could

depict their relation with the cognitive measures provided by

the BCoS.
1 Researchers interested in accessing the dataset should
contact Glyn Humphreys: glyn.humphreys@psy.ox.ac.uk.
The central information of the BCoS dataset is the perfor-

mance of the patients in different cognitive sub-tests. There

are 23 sub-tests in total (Humphreys et al., 2012), with between

3 and 5 cognitive tests in each putative domain. The majority

of the test variables measure the absolute level of abilities

with a higher score standing for better performance. In some

cases, test measures reflect relative differences between

conditions e examples being the relative performance on left

and right side stimuli in the measures of unilateral neglect

(the Apple Cancellation Asymmetry score) and extinction (in

the visual and tactile extinction tasks). Higher scores in these

tests stand for a stronger asymmetry rather than better per-

formance. Full details of the tests making up the BCoS are

reported in Humphreys et al. (2012) and short descriptions are

given in Appendices 1 and 2.
3. Results

3.1. Patients' personal traits

Male patients slightly outnumbered female patients (176

vs 111). About three quarters (74%) of the patients had sec-

ondary school education as their highest education attain-

ment and 16% graduated from college. 3% had a non-

university diploma, and 7% went to universities. A small

proportion of patients (2%) only had primary school educa-

tion. 89.2% of the patients self-reported as right-handed, with

8.7% reporting as being pre-morbidly left-handed and 2.1% as

ambidextrous.

80.1% of patients had ischemic stroke and aminority intra-

cerebral haemorrhage (18.1%), confirmed on CT scan. 58% had

a unilateral right side lesion and 42% a unilateral left-side

lesion.2 Only cortical damage was noted in 34.8% of the pop-

ulation, while 35.5% had sub-cortical lesions followed by the

subcortical region and 11.5% of the patients suffered fromgrey

and white matter lesions.
3.2. Structural learning on domain-specific tests

Whenworkingwith graphical models, the process of selecting

a model that best fits the data is called structural learning

because the aim is to infer the structure (the dependence

graph) that best describes the conditional independences and

associations between the random variables. Based on the

dependence graph obtained we can then obtain estimates for

the model parameters. In Section 1 we used model selection

strategies for continuous variables based on sub-sets of the

BCoS dataset. We looked separately at models for the clinical

behavioural variables and the cognitive test variables in Sec-

tion 2. Given themoderate size of each subset, we investigated

graphical models stepwise procedures using the Bayesian In-

formation Criterion (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978) (see Højsgaard et al.,

2012, for details). The idea was to start from an initial model

(e.g., the complete independence model, with no edges be-

tween nodes) and at each step add or delete the edge that
2 Patients with bilateral lesions or without a lesion confirmed
on CT scan were omitted from the data analysis.

mailto:glyn.humphreys@psy.ox.ac.uk
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gives the largest decrease in the significance testing via BIC. If

there is no change in the significance test, the process stops.

For each subset of variables we first provided a descriptive

measure of their association, and then, via the model selec-

tion procedure, we provided the dependence graph and the

estimated partial correlation matrix of the selected model.

Since all the variables were continuous, the estimatedmodels

are Gaussian graphical models [See Højsgaard et al. (2012) for

the implementation in the statistical software R]. To save

spacewe do not report the estimated partial correlations. Note

however that that the results were in all cases very close to the

empirical partial correlations.
Fig. 1 e Dependence graph for the Attentional/Executive

Function domain. We illustrate how to interpret the graph

with one example. In Fig. 1 the graph shows that vertex

LTE and LVE are separated from vertex ASY by APC, this

means that LTE and LVE are conditionally independent of

ASY, given APC.
4. Section 1: within-domain BCoS data

As highlighted in the Introduction, the BCoS was designed to

assess cognitive performance within 5 different domains. We

first examined the relations between the tests within each

domain, to determine the within-domain structure when

considered in isolation.

4.1. Attention and executive function tests

The empirical partial correlation matrix of the attention and

executive function tests variables shown in Table 1 reflects

the correlation of each pair of variables after taking into ac-

count all the remaining ones in the domain. What is note-

worthy is that the partial correlations were relatively sparse.

Overall performance on the Apple cancellation task (a non-

lateralised measure of spatial selection; Bickerton et al.,

2011, 2015), correlated with a measure of lateralised asym-

metry on the same task (the Apple asymmetry score), mea-

sures of extinction and the rule finding and switching task

fromBCoS. However the Apple asymmetry score, ameasure of

egocentric neglect (Bickerton et al., 2011), had minimal cor-

relationwith the other tests, including themeasures of spatial

extinction. The scores for left visual and tactile extinction

partially correlated, and there was also a partial correlation

between the auditory attention test and the rule finding and

switching task.

The estimated dependence graph (Fig. 1), shows that right

extinction scores (for both visual and tactile tests) were iso-

lated from the other variables. Note that these deficits are
Table 1 e Empirical partial correlationmatrix of the Attention va
cancellation page asymmetry; LVE ¼ left visual extinction score
extinction score; RTE ¼ right tactile extinction score; AUD ¼ tota
the rule finding and set shifting test (measuring executive functi
correlations are shown in bold.

APC ASY LVE RVE

100.00 ¡25.96 ¡14.62 ¡16.76

100.00 1.50 �7.40

100.00 �4.61

100.00
associated with left hemisphere lesions while the other defi-

cits have greater right hemisphere involvement (see Bickerton

et al., 2011, 2015). Within the other variables in the attention/

executive function domain there was an association between

the Apple cancellation task (overall performance) and (a) left

visual and left tactile extinction (LVE and LTE), (b) the Apple

asymmetry score (ASY) and (c) the rule finding and shifting

task. These associations suggest that the overall Apple

cancellation score is related to 3 factors: (i) a left spatial

asymmetry that is detected under extinction conditions (LVE

and LTE); (ii) measures reflecting executive function (RUL); and

(iii) a measure of spatial neglect (ASY). Interestingly, once the

overall Apple score was taken into account, there was no

direct relationship between the left extinction measures (LVE

and LTE) and the neglect measure (ASY), suggesting some

distinction between extinction and neglect and that extinc-

tion does not merely represent ‘mild neglect’ (e.g., Chechlacz

et al., 2013; Karnath, Himmelbach, & Kuker, 2003). Indeed

the independent link between the non-lateralised cancella-

tion score (Apple overall cancellation, APC) and extinction

suggests that extinction may reflect the ability to select

competing targets over and above effects based on the spatial

positions of the stimuli. There was also no relation between
riables. APC¼Apple cancellation (total score); ASY¼Apple
; RVE ¼ right visual extinction score; LTE ¼ left tactile
l score on the auditory attention test; RUL ¼ total score on
ons). In this and all other tables statistically reliable partial

LTE RTE AUD RUL

¡24.63 2.14 5.72 29.86

1.85 �9.52 �7.16 2.51

37.10 �.09 �.87 �7.51

�10.01 7.83 �5.29 7.86

100.00 5.70 �1.17 �.93

100.00 �4.58 �.45

100.00 25.97

100.00

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2015.06.006
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Table 2 e Empirical partial correlation matrix within the
Language domain. PIC ¼ picture naming; SCS ¼ sentence
construction score; SRD ¼ sentence reading;
WWN ¼ writing words and nonwords; ISC ¼ instruction
comprehension; RNW ¼ reading nonwords.

PIC SCS SRD WWN ISC RNW

100.00 36.69 32.11 23.05 �.12 4.31

100.00 29.06 �5.88 10.63 15.08

100.00 2.31 1.38 34.35

100.00 6.35 34.74

100.00 �4.95

100.00

Table 3 e Empirical partial correlation matrix of variables
within the Memory domain. PER ¼ Personal information
recall; TSFR ¼ time and space free recall;
NOS ¼ nosognosia; SImF ¼ story immediate free recall;
TAR ¼ task recognition; SDeF ¼ story delayed free recall.

PER TSFR NOS SImF TAR SDeF

100.00 29.35 22.19 6.45 2.25 �1.17

100.00 1.74 6.80 20.22 15.68

100.00 .14 1.31 9.18

100.00 .56 60.52

100.00 31.17

100.00
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the spatial bias measures (e.g., LTE and LVE) and performance

on the executive rule finding test (RUL), once the overall APC

score was taken into account. The deviance of the model

was 24.70 with 22 degrees of freedom (p-value .31) providing a

good fit.

4.2. Language tests

The empirical partial correlation matrix for the language

variables (Table 2) indicates several features. The instruction

comprehension score (ISC) had generally low partial correla-

tions with the remaining variables which might reflect rela-

tively low sensitivity for this measure and/or that this

provides the only ‘pure’ test of language comprehension.

Picture naming (PIC) on the other hand was associated with

several other variables requiring language production

including sentence construction (SCS), sentence reading (SRD)

and writing words/nonwords (WWN). The tests requiring

spoken production (sentence construction and reading)

however were not strongly correlated with written production

(WWN), consistent with a dissociation between spoken and

written production. The nonword reading test (RNW) was

correlated with sentence reading (SRD) and writing (WWN),

consistent with nonword reading requiring both speech

output and non-lexical phonological processing.

The dependence graph (Fig. 2) showed a close association

between sentence construction (SCS) and: sentence reading
Fig. 2 e Dependence graph for the analysis within the

Language domain.
(SRD), picture naming (PIC), nonword reading (RNW) and in-

struction comprehension (ISC). However once the sentence

construction score was known, the measure of comprehen-

sion (ISC) was conditionally independent of all the remaining

variables. The deviance was 3.04 with 7 degrees of freedom

(p-value .88), indicating a good fit for the model.

4.3. Memory tests

The empirical partial correlation matrix for the memory test

variables is shown in Table 3. There were reliable correlations

between (i) two aspects of personal memory orienting e recall

of occupation, age, qualifications (PER) and correct report of

where the patient is, time and date (TSFR), (ii) the immediate

and delayed recall scores (SImF and SDeF) and (iii) the

delayed memory tests (recognition, TAR, and SDeF involving

recall) and also the test of being oriented in time and space

(TSFR).

The dependence graph for the memory tests is depicted in

Fig. 3. The most challenging measure of long-term memory,

delayed recall (SDeF), was linked to task recognition (TAR),

memory for location in space and time (TSFR) and knowledge

of why the patient was there (NOS). Recall of personal infor-

mation (PER) was linked to memory about the current situa-

tion (TSFR), to knowledge of symptoms (NOS) and to

immediate recall (SImF). In each case performance depends

on good maintenance of information about the current situ-

ation (the patient's own situation and also recently presented

words). The deviance was 1.98 with 7 degrees of freedom (p-

value .96), giving no evidence to reject the model. Long-term

memory for personal information (PER) was not directly

related to long-term delayed recall (SDeF).
Fig. 3 e Dependence graph within the Memory domain.
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Table 4 e Empirical partial correlationmatrix for the graph
analysis within the Number domain. NMR ¼ number
reading; NMW ¼ number writing and CAL ¼ calculation
performance.

NMR NMW CAL

100.00 50.67 12.46

100.00 38.83

100.00

Table 5e Empirical partial correlationmatrix for the Praxis
domain. MOU ¼ multi-step object use; GEP ¼ gesture
production; GER ¼ gesture recognition; GEI ¼ gesture
imitation; CFC ¼ complex figure copy.

MOU GEP GER GEI CFC

100.00 17.24 19.11 7.37 33.26

100.00 21.09 32.95 �7.25

100.00 13.53 �2.02

100.00 36.12

100.00
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4.4. Number processing tests

The empirical partial correlation for the number processing

tests (Table 4) indicated some association between all the

variables. This was confirmed by the estimated dependence

graph (Fig. 4) where NMR (number/price reading), NMW

(number/price naming) and CAL (calculation) formed a com-

plete graph. This analysis indicates that the number pro-

cessing tests were highly inter-related when analyzed in a

single domain.

The dependence graph here represents a saturated model

with no conditional independences between the variables and

therefore the estimated partial correlation matrix is the same

as the empirical correlation matrix and the deviance of the

model was 0.

4.5. Praxis tests

The empirical partial correlation matrix for the praxis tests

(Table 5) indicated generally reliable partial correlations

across the tests with the strongest correlations being between

the multi-step object test (MOU) and the complex figure copy

(CFC), the complex figure copy and the gesture imitation test

(GEI), and between gesture production (GEP) and gesture

recognition (GER) and gesture imitation (GEI). The multi-step

object test and the complex figure task both involve sequen-

tial behaviour. The complex figure and gesture imitation both

demand memory for action. The gesture production, recog-

nition and imitation tasks all involve the coding of hand

actions.

Fig. 5 shows the dependence graph for the praxis tests. The

analysis indicated close inter-relations between the three

gesture tasks (GER, GEP and GEI), and between the tasks

dependent on stored gesture knowledge (GER and GEP) and

the multi-step object test (MOU). The complex figure copy
Fig. 4 e Dependence graph for the Number domain.
(CFC) was linked to the multi-step object use test and the

gesture imitation test, perhaps reflecting its dependence on

both multi-step planning and visual memory (see Bonivento,

Rumiati, Biasutti, & Humphreys, 2013, for evidence of the re-

lations between visual memory and the ability to imitate

meaningless gestures). The deviance of the fitted model was

4.45 with 3 degrees of freedom (p-value .22), and there was no

evidence to reject the model.

4.6. Discussion

The results of the within-domain analyses generally show

patterns of connectedness between tests designed to tap

different parts of the cognitive system. For example, in the

attention domain there is a separation between tests where a

left spatial bias is evidence (e.g., the Apples Asymmetry and

the left extinction tests) and measures of executive function,

and both are distinct from spatial attention biases associated

with left hemisphere damage (right-side extinction). In the

language domain the measure of language comprehension

(Instruction comprehension) separated from tests requiring

phonological output processes, and tests requiring phono-

logical production differed from those involving written pro-

duction. In thememory domain no direct edges connected the

immediate free recall measures and the delayed recognition

measures, once delayed recall was taken into account,

consistent with the involvement of distinct immediate and

longer-term memory processes which might draw on com-

mon retrieval processes (tapped by the delayed recall mea-

sure). In the number domain reading, writing and calculation

were highly inter-linked, suggesting a dependence on a com-

mon representation for number (though see below for an

alternative proposal following the across-domain analyses).

In the praxis domain the gesture production, recognition and
Fig. 5 e Dependence graph for Praxis tests.
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imitation tasks were closely linked while there were linkages

between the multi-step object and complex figure tasks e

consistent with their both being dependent on action

sequencing. These results are broadly consistent with cogni-

tive neuropsychological models in each domain (e.g., Ellis &

Young, 1988). In Section 2 we go on to evaluate if these

within-domain relationships are maintained when the full

pattern of variance is taking into account, involving perfor-

mance on tasks in other domains.
5. Section 2: across-domain BCoS data

In high dimensional settings, graphical models can be

particularly useful because they allow visual inspection of the

structural relations between sets of variables. In Section 2 we

analysed the relations between all the subtests in the BCoS in

an interaction model3 following the procedure introduced by

Edwards, De Abreu, and Labouriau (2010) (and implemented in

the ‘gRapHD’ package; Abreu, Labouriau, & Edwards, 2010, in

the statistical software R). This procedure involves finding an

initial structure (the minimal forest) and then performing

stepwise model selection starting from that. Stepwise selec-

tion starts from the previously found forest using forward

search by adding edges that improve the model (using BIC).

The selection stops if there is no such edge available. When

extra factors are entered into the analysis, is it possible that

some of the edges in the original domain-specific models may

disappear because partial correlations between the variables

are absorbed into correlations with the additional factors.

Fig. 6 shows the graph obtained after performing the

stepwise selection on all the BCoS variables plus also the

measures of initial motor function (Barthel index) and affect

(HADS), with each domain labelled by a different colour.4 The

figure illustrates two points. At a general level, many of the

nodes making up each domain remained integrated, sup-

porting the reality of the different cognitive domains. On the

other hand, there were substantive changes in the details of

the models within each domain. Notably, over 50% of the

edges between the tests within each domain disappeared in

the domain-general analysis. In the domain-general analysis

there was separation within the following domains: (i) mem-

ory (where the personal memory and anosagnosia tests

separated from the other memory tests), (ii) attention and

executive functions [where the auditory attention test linked

more strongly to aspects of number processing, language and

memory, while right extinction (RVE and RTE) remained

distinct from left extinction and neglect (LVE, LTE, ASY)] and

(iii) praxis, where the gesture recognition test linked to audi-

tory attention more than the other gesture tasks. In addition,

the cognitive test scores were separated from the affective

measures (HADS) and only connected to the Barthel score in
3 A stepwise procedure starting from the independence graph,
as performed in the previous section, is computationally
impractical.

4 We included the Barthel and HADS measures here since it is
important to rule out that any changes in cognition did not reflect
factors such as depression or the impact of poor motor function
(e.g., for the measures of apraxia).
relation to the complex figure copy, which likely carries a

motor control component. This result confirms that cognitive

problems after stroke can be distinct from problems in affect

and are unlikely to reflect a general deficit reflecting the

severity of the stroke.

Within the new analysis there were several interesting,

new across-domain links:

1) Number/price reading (NMR) was connected with three

language tests e sentence reading (SRD), sentence con-

struction (SCS) and picture naming (PIC), consistent with

all the tests depending on spoken word production.

2) Number/price writing (NMW) was connected with the

language writing test (WWN), consistent with both

requiring the output of written symbols.

3) The complex figure copy (CFC) was connected with two of

the attention and executive function tests e apple cancel-

lation (APC) and rule finding and set switching (RUL) e

along with other tests of praxis (MOU, GEI), suggesting that

the test involves both praxic and attentional components

(e.g., the scanning and switching of spatial attention and

themaintenance of a spatial representation; see Chechlacz

et al., 2014, for further evidence on the neural basis of

complex figure copying).

4) The auditory attention test (AUD) connected with nodes

from all other domains. From Fig. 6 we can see that the

node for this test (AUD) has 11 connecting edges; picture

naming (PIC) has 10 and number/price reading (NMR) and

complex figure copy (CFC) both have 7 connecting nodes.

The links between picture naming and the other tests likely

reflect the demands on spoken language in a number of the

assessments. However, the cross-domain links found for

the auditory attention and complex figure tests suggests

that these might be useful markers of impairments across

different domains, and might be adopted as initial tests

where there is limited time to assess patients.

These data with the auditory attention test are consistent

with it having several components e working memory for the

target and distractor words, sustained attention across the

trial blocks, and response inhibition to prevent erroneous re-

sponses to distractors (see Humphreys et al., 2012). These

cognitive processes (working memory, sustained attention,

response inhibition) will modulate many other tasks. It is

noticeable also that the measure of understanding the task

instructions (ISC), though putatively a language task was not

connected to the other language tests, but did link to the

measure of auditory attention and long-term memory (SDeF).

The result suggests that comprehension of task instructions

may be as reliant on sustained attention and the ability to

consolidate information in long-term memory as upon lan-

guage abilities per se (see Francis et al., 2003).

5.1. Discussion

Graphical models allow us to understand complex associa-

tions between different variables. We have shown here that

graphical model analyses can reveal the structure of the tasks

included in the BCoS by demonstrating conditional indepen-

dence relations between different groupings of the variables.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2015.06.006
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Fig. 6 e Stepwise selection on all variables (red: Clinical behavioural information variables; grey: Attention and Executive

attention test variables; green: Language test variables; dark green: Number skills variables; brown: Memory test variables;

violet: Praxis variables).
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One set of relations was evident in the within-domain ana-

lyses. Interestingly, however, there were substantial changes

in the underlying relations between the tests when all the

measures were considered together to take domain-general

factors into account.

5.1.1. Domain-specific analyses
Our first analysis revealed the structure between test scores

within each of the sub-domains of the BCoS, when considered

in isolation. The results indicated that the overlap in test

scores varied across the domains. For example, the number

processing tasks (reading, writing and calculation) were all

interlinked suggesting substantial inter-relations even though

the reading and writing tasks required number transcription

without necessarily requiring access to semantic information

about number magnitude (unlike calculation). The subse-

quent full test analysis is helpful here since this showed that

performance on the number tasks was closely related to that

on the Auditory Attention task. This in turn suggests that

holding information in working memory may be critical to

performance on the number tasks (even number reading,

where several digits may have to be maintained whilst being

recorded into a phonological form).
In the praxis domain, the complex figure task related to the

gesture imitation task and the multi-step task, all of which

require sequences of action to be maintained and produced.

The gesture recognition and production tasks were unrelated

to this component however, and deficits in these sub-tests

more likely reflect access to representations for the recogni-

tion and production of single actions.

In the memory domain close inter-connectivity was found

between the verbal recall tasks (delayed and immediate) and

the recall of personal information (PER) and information about

why the patient was in the hospital (NOS). This fits with all of

these tasks demanding verbal retrieval processes. Delayed

recall was separately related to task recognition and recogni-

tion in time and space. These last tasks appear to depend

more on memory consolidation processes, required to recall

after a delay, to recognise items used in the tests and to which

day or month it was (a task that could not be cued by recog-

nition of the environment, unlike recognising being in the

hospital).

There were also sub-divisionswithin the language domain.

One cluster of inter-linked tests was concerned with reading

(words and nonwords), writing nonwords and picture naming.

On the other hand, reading (words and nonwords again),

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2015.06.006
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picture naming and sentence construction were also linked.

These distinct clusters raise the question of what were com-

mon underlying factors. Here the across-domain analyses are

again useful because, in these cases, the instruction memory

linked to the auditory attention task and there was a separate

link to auditory attention for the task requiring the writing of

words and nonwords. For the auditory attention task

incoming target words must be consolidated into verbal

working memory, and this short-term consolidation process

may be important for understanding instructions from verbal

sentences. The on-line maintenance of phonological repre-

sentations for the target words, however, may bemore critical

for writing words and nonwords. Thus, we distinguish be-

tween on-line holding of phonological representations

(writing words and nonwords) and the consolidation of input

phonological representations (comprehending verbal in-

structions). On the other hand, the lack of relation between

instruction comprehension and nonword writing in the

overall model, suggests that some form of common output

phonology was not a critical factor. It may be that writing

depends on small phonological units (especially for non-

words) while instruction comprehension relies on larger

units, and this leads to the lack of relation between instruction

comprehension and writing in the overall model.

The distinction between instruction comprehension and

picture naming, reading and sentence construction in the

overall model can more clearly be linked to the distinction

between input and output phonological representations

(Howard & Nickels, 2005). Instruction comprehension, linked

to auditory attention and the consolidation of auditory words,

may be strongly weighted for phonological input representa-

tions while picture naming, reading and sentence construc-

tion tasks weight output phonology.

The relations between the tasks within each sub-domain

can broadly be conceptualised in terms of cognitive neuro-

psychological models of cognition (Ellis & Young, 1988) e for

example discriminating between immediate recall and

recognition, the sequencing and recognition of action, input

and output phonology.

5.1.2. Domain-general analyses
In contrast to the domain-specific results, the domain-general

analyses revealed that several tests can account for data

outside their specific domain. Notably, the complex figure

copy test along with the auditory attention task has multiple

connections outside of their originally designated domains.

The complex figure task links not only to measures of praxis

but also to measures of attention (particularly spatial atten-

tion indices on the Apples cancellation task). This fits with a

recent lesion-symptom mapping study of Chechlacz et al.

(2014). These authors took conducted a voxel-based morpho-

logical analysis of the relations between brain lesions and

performance on the complex figure task. They found distinct

lesion sites were associated with contrasting measures e

whether errors were lateralised on one side of the figure

(linked to posterior parietal damage), whether there was poor

positioning of local features across the entire figure (linked to

more ventral visual lesions) and so forth. The results suggest

that several factors contribute to performance on this test

and, consistent with this, we show that scores on the complex
figure are related to attention as well as praxis in our overall

analysis.

Consider also the auditory attention test. While catego-

rized into the attention and executive function domain, per-

formance on this test is also related to patients' memory

abilities within our overall model (see also the gesture recog-

nition test). This is not surprising given that the auditory

attention test was designed to measure several factors

including working memory and sustained attention as well as

the ability to select targets and reject distractors.

The overall analysis, then, helps to show the underlying

factors that contribute to the performance of such multi-

faceted tests. Note that this highlights that graphical

modelling reveals directly the relations between tests, while

our conclusions about the relations between underlying

cognitive components is deduced (indirectly) from the

structural relations between the tests. Thus we should not

conclude that the concept of auditory attention is neces-

sarily closely related to memory, but rather that this is the

case in the BCoS battery (where the test was designed to

assess working memory and not just the ability to select

targets and reject distractors). We presume that different

tests will ‘weight’ contrasting conceptual components to

varying degrees. The analysis does reveal one other impor-

tant thing though. This is that the sub-tests which link

across several domains might serve well as initial probes of

performance, if a clinician wishes to gain a ‘quick and dirty’

analysis of cognition before setting off to track-down which

more specific processes might (also) be impaired e through

subsequent analyses at the sub-domain level. In the audi-

tory attention test here, the focusing on more specific sub-

domains can be guided by the separate measures of selec-

tion, working memory and sustained attention. The complex

figure test may provide some initial indication of poor

spatial attention (neglect), alongside the problem in drawing

construction.

A further critical aspect of the overall model analysis was

that the connectivity evident within the domains was greatly

reduced when variation linked to the tests in other domains

was taken into account. For example, once co-variation in

working memory consolidation linked to the auditory atten-

tion task was extracted, then the instruction comprehension

measure became decoupled from other language tasks e in

these other language tasks there may have been some

component of working memory but it was less strongly

weighted (e.g., in sentence construction). The results suggest

that the domain-specific models linked the language tests

through co-dependence on working memory. However, the

relations between these tests and the instruction compre-

hension measure reduced when a test accounting for more of

the variance associated with working memory (the auditory

attention test) was introduced.

The full model analysis reveals that associations can be

strengthened or weakened or even reversed e a phenomenon

referred to in statistics as Simpson's paradox (Simpson's 1951)
e when the variance linked to other factors is taken into ac-

count. There are clinical implications. Notably we suggest that

clinical assessment should incorporate domain-general as

well as domain-specific assessments, precisely to tease apart

the relative interplay between domain-specific and domain-
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general processes in a given patient. For example, our results

indicate that a clinician should be cautious in making an as-

sociation between poor language (e.g., on picture naming) and

poor comprehension of instructions, concluding that the

language impairment is responsible for the poor comprehen-

sion. Our cross-domain analysis indicates that instruction

comprehension could link to impaired working memory

rather than poor language per se. Indeed, given the presence

of co-varying domain-general and domain-specific deficits,

then the domain general deficits might be the principle target

for rehabilitation given that any improvement in domain

general processingmay generalisemore. Consistent with this,

Francis et al. (2003) provided evidence that training working

memory improved sentence comprehension in patients.

Brownsett et al. (2014) also reported that the activation of

frontal brain networks concerned with executive attentional

control was associated with the communicative abilities of

aphasic patients e over and above effects of lesion size.

Brownsett et al. propose that damage to the frontal executive

network is predictive of the degree of language impairments

suffered by aphasic patients, and such domain general prob-

lems need to be taken account of alongside the domain-

specific impairments in language. The present results

concur with this and indicate that cognitive processes

assessed using the auditory attention test of BCoS likely

contribute to any language impairments in the patients e we

suggest that these processes include working memory

consolidation (see above) but perhaps also sustained attention

and the ability to suppress irrelevant distractors. We conclude

that it is important to document the cognitive profile of indi-

vidual patients, as is done by the BCoS battery, so that their

domain-general impairments are noted along with any

domain-specific problems.

Within cognitive neuropsychological models of cognition,

the stress has been on the inputeoutput transformations that

can operate between processing modules in a given domain e

for example how input lexical information is mapped onto

stored semantic knowledge. The role of domain-general pro-

cesses has been less easy to conceptualise (e.g., the role of

working memory and sustained attention), and perhaps for

this reason many of the standard cognitive neuropsychologi-

cal tests (e.g., the PALPA, Kay et al., 1991) do not assess such

processes alongside the domain-specific transformations. We

believe this can be misleading, given that domain-specific

problems co-vary with the presence of the domain-general

impairment (e.g., Bickerton et al., 2015; Brownsett et al.,

2014; Corbetta et al., 2015) even with lesion size taken ac-

count of. The cognitive profiling approach of the BCoS pro-

vides one solution.

The relations between what we are terming domain-

general processes and cognitive resources is also worth

considering. Shallice (1988), amongst others, has noted the

importance of taking account of resource deficits in neuro-

psychological patients along with any domain-specific pro-

cesses. Here the idea of ‘resource’ can be operationized in

terms of the average proportion of neurons functioning nor-

mally in a particular sub-system, which are needed to produce

a given level of performance (Shallice, 1979), with the effects

of a brain lesion being to reduce the proportion of operational

neurons. It may be indexed by abnormal effects of task
difficulty in a given patient. Our argument, for the importance

of domain-general as well as domain-specific components,

differs from this however. Notably we highlight the role of

cognitive processes that span multiple domains (e.g., sus-

tained attention, working memory) but do not simply reflect

task difficulty or the proportional loss of neurons in critical

domain-specific regions. Corbetta et al. (2015) propose that the

domain-general deficits may stem fromwhite matter damage

to key ‘cross road’ regions containing multiple fibre tracts

which support cross-talk across cognitive domains. Here

critical lesions may not necessarily be large but would affect

the critical pathways supporting this cross-talk. Indeed in

their data analysis Corbetta et al. extracted out the effects of

lesion size.

Bickerton et al. (2015) also report that functional recovery

in patients relates to the presence of co-occurring cognitive

deficits measured using the BCoS battery, so that (e.g.) re-

covery is worse if patients had poor executive attention

alongside a memory deficit (see also Brownsett et al., 2014).

The effect of the co-occurring problem again arose when ef-

fects due to lesion size were extracted. These results suggest

that simple loss of ‘resource’, in terms of the overall propor-

tion of brain tissue affected, is less critical here than the loss of

additional support structures (domain-general operations)

that underpin domain-specific cognitive operations.

Other forms of multivariate analysis, for example to

extract underlying principal components, have been used in

the analysis of brain lesion data (correlating the weighting on

the given component for an individual against their lesion

results; Corbetta et al., 2015; Chechlacz, Rotshtein, &

Humphreys, 2014; Verdon et al., 2010). Here it has been

argued that the critical conceptual component can be local-

ised in the area(s) where a correlation with the lesion is

shown. One question for future work is whether the graph

analysis being proposed here can also be used to guide our

understanding of the neural basis of cognition, for example by

being incorporated into lesion-symptom mapping studies. As

we have noted, the graph analyses we present are focused on

the relations between tests rather than on the underlying

conceptual components, and to some degree it may be of

limited help to localise a test using lesion-symptom mapping

procedures. However it might be of interest to attempt to

localise some of the edges in a model especially where the

edges can more clearly be linked to conceptual processing

components. To do this we would need to derive information

about how well an individual correlates with the group as an

index of the strength of the ‘edge’ for an individual, which can

then be used as a regressor in modelling lesion-symptom re-

lations. In this way we may be able to extract the neural cor-

relates of a particular ‘edge’. This proposal awaits future

research.

One final point is that our overall analysis indicated that

the cognitive measures were largely independent of variation

in anxiety, depression and initial motor function (Barthel

index), consistent with the cognitive problems experienced by

patients not being determined by low affect (see also Nys

et al., 2005). The data suggest that cognitive problems

following stroke can be dissociated frompoor affect and initial

motor function, but that it is helpful to take the presence of

domain-general cognitive problems into account.
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Appendix 1

BCoS is design to provide a cognitive profile on a patient

covering 5 areas of cognition and including both domain-

specific and domain-general processes. The administration

takes around 1 hour.
Areas Tests

Attention and executive function Auditory attention test

Rule finding and concept shifting

Apple cancellation

Visual extinction

Tactile extinction

Language Picture naming

Sentence construction

Instruction comprehension

Sentence reading

Reading nonwords

Writing words and nonwords

Memory Orientation

Story recall and recognition

Task recognition

Number skills Number reading

Number writing

Calculation

Praxis Complex figure copy

Multi-step object use

Gesture production

Gesture recognition

Imitation
The cognitive profile for BCoS, used for case reporting. Each

domain is assigneda separate colour in thepie chart. A black edge

indicates that a patient has performed at a normal level. A white

edge indicates a score falling below the level for age- and

education-matched controls.Where the edge segment ismissing,

the patient has not been tested. Here the patient has deficits in

memory but some preserved aspects of language and praxis.
Appendix 2

BCoS Task descriptions

The BCoS is designed to provide an overall ‘cognitive

profile’ for patients after brain injury, covering 5 areas of
Domain classification

General (working memory, sustained attention, target selection)

General (rule finding, set shifting)

Specific (spatial orienting)

Specific (visual selection)

Specific (tactile selection)

Specific (object recognition, naming)

Specific (syntax)

Specific (sentence comprehension)

Specific (word recognition, naming)

Specific (nonlexical processing)

Specific (lexical and nonlexical production)

Specific (contextual orienting)

Specific (immediate and long-term verbal memory)

Specific (long-term visual memory)

Specific (number recognition, naming)

Specific (number production)

Specific (arithmetic operations)

General (working memory, spatial representation)

General (recognition, sequencing, planning)

Specific (gesture retrieval)

Specific (gesture production)

Specific (nonlexical transcription)
cognition: (i) attention and executive function; (ii) language;

(iii) memory; (iv) number processing and (v) praxis/skilled

action. The sub-tests aim to measure both domain-specific

abilities (primarily affecting just one of the areas listed

above) and domain-general processes (processes that impact

on abilities outside the targeted area e an example being

executive functions which can affect language, memory

etc.). The tests are designed in order to gain maximal in-

clusion for patients whilst also being time efficient in their

delivery. Time efficient delivery is established by having sub-

tests generate separate measures linked to distinct cognitive

functions (e.g., see the Auditory attention task). Inclusivity is

gained by making the tests ‘aphasia-‘ and ‘neglect-friendly’.

Thus for non-language tests the BCoS uses high frequency

words and forced-choice testing procedures where possible

e so that aphasic patients can still generate responses. For

tests not aimed at assessing spatial attention, the stimuli are

centred on the page and multi-modal presentations are

used.
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1. Attention and executive functions

1.1. Auditory attention task. The task consists of 6 high

frequency words presented 9 times each. Half are

target words to respond to, half are distractors words

which have to be ignored. Each target word (“no”,

“hello”, “please”) has a closely related distractor (“yes”,

“goodbye”, “thanks”). The words are presented in

random order, each being preceded an equal number

of times by a 2 sec, 3 sec or 4 sec. silence gap. The task

is performed in 3 blocks, providing a measure of how

well patients can sustain their attention across the

blocks. It also measures whether the patients can

selectively attend to the target words and prevent

themselves from responding to the related distractors

(target selection). In addition, patients are asked to recall

the target and distractor words at the end of the task,

providing a measure of whether they can store items

inmemory over the short-termwhen they are engaged

in another activity (a measure of working memory).

1.2. Rule finding and concept switching. Each stimulus

consists of a grid made of 6 columns and 6 lines with

32 grey cells, 2 red and 2 green. The task is to learn to

predict the movement of a black marker across the

grid. The marker moves in a lawful manner but then

switches the rule bywhich it is operating either along a

single dimension (position) or across dimensions (po-

sition to colour). The task measures the ability to find an

abstract rule and to switch the rule across stimuli within

and across dimensions.

1.3. Apple cancellation. The task consists of an A4 sheet

presented in landscape orientation containing com-

plete apples along with distractors which are apples

with a left or right part missing. Egocentric neglect is

measured by whether patients miss targets (whole

apples) on one side of the page. Allocentric neglect is

measured by whether patients make false positive

responses by cancelling a ‘bitten apple’ distractor

where the bite is taken from one side.

1.4 Visual extinction. The task consists of 4 unilateral left

visual stimuli (finger wiggles by the examiner), 4 uni-

lateral right and 8 bilateral items. Performance is

scored according to whether unilateral stimuli are

missed (a measure of neglect or a field defect), and

whether there is a spatially selective drop in detection

on one side when two relative to one stimulus is pre-

sented (a measure of extinction).

1.5. Tactile extinction. The task consists of 4 unilateral left,

4 unilateral right and 8 bilateral items. Performance is

scored as with the test of visual extinction.

2 Language

2.1. Picture naming. The task uses 14 grey shaded hand

drawings, half living and half non-living. Half of the

items' have a long name in English (6 to 9 letters) and

half a short name (3 to 5 letters).

2.2. Sentence construction. The participant sees a photo-

graph of a person carrying out an action and is given

two written word. The task is to construct a sentence

which describes what the person in the photograph is

doing using the two written words.
2.3. Instruction comprehension. This is an index based on

the clinical judgement of the examiner, who is asked

to rate how well the patient understands the instruc-

tion on 4 target tasks and on the number of times the

instruction has to be repeated.

2.4. Sentence reading. The task consists of two sentences

including both regular and exception words, as well as

suffixed and prefixed words.

2.5. Reading nonwords. There are 6 pronounceable non-

words, 5 or 6 letters long.

2.6. Writing words and nonwords. The items consist of 4

familiar words (2 regular, 2 exception) and one

nonword.

3 Memory

3.1. Orientation. The task assesses access to personal in-

formation (semantic autobiographic knowledge),

orientation in time and space and awareness of defi-

cits (nosognosia).

3.2. Story recall and recognition. The story consists of 15

segments that have to be recalled immediately then

after a delay. Each recall test is followed by tests of

recognition.

4. Number skills

4.1. Number/price/time reading. The items consist of 3

complex numbers (with units of hundreds and thou-

sands, additive and multiplicative relations, and

embedded zeros), 3 prices (all in pounds and pence)

and 3 times (digital representation of hours and mi-

nutes). The price and time questions are aimed to

provide functional measures of the processing of

numbers in everyday situations.

4.2. Number/price writing. The items are of the same kind

as for the number and price reading task.

4.3. Calculation. Four complex calculations are presented,

one addition, one subtraction, one multiplication and

one division.

5. Praxis

5.1. Complex figure copy. The figure to copy contains a

middle structure and additional structures to the left

and right. The number of elements to the left and right

are equated to balance the probability of left and right

neglect. The scoring measures organisation of the

figure and associated constructional apraxia as well as

the presence of visual neglect.

5.2. Multi-step object use. The task requires the patient to

perform a sequence of actions with 2 objects (a battery

and a torch) in order to carry out an instruction (light

the torch). Scoring discounts problems due to motor

problems/hemiplegia.

5.3. Gesture production. With the least affected hand, the

patient is requested to produce 6 actions, 3 intransitive

(communicative gestures) and 3 transitive (object-ori-

ented) actions, on verbal command.

5.4. Gesture recognition. The patient is requested to

recognise 6 actions, 3 intransitive and 3 transitive ac-

tions, that are acted out by the examiner. The patient

is asked to make a choice from 4 stimuli for their

response, and the stimuli are presented as written

words and read aloud by the examiner.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2015.06.006
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5.5. Imitation. Four meaningless gestures are presented.

Two involve a sequence of 2 hand positions in relation

to the head and 2 involve a single finger position. The

patient is asked to mimic with the least affected hand.
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